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Google is the latest version of the Android operating system here and will be rolling out on a precious few devices later this month. Unlike the latest iteration, Android 4.1 Jelly Bean is more about refinement than revolution, but a new feature called Google Now has the potential to finally achieve some of the promises
we've all heard from smartphone companies for years. Other than that, if you're one of the (unfortunately small) number of people who have used The Promotions of Android 4.0, there's nothing here that will throw you away. Within this familiar structure, however, the changes are both subtle and not very subtle, which
make Jelly Bean feel reliable, adult, and above all fast. The development of Android is starting to look like the development of an Intel processor: there is a tick with major UI paradigm shifts that re-imagine what an Android device is, and then there is so with refinements that iterize at what has been done before. Is
Android 4.1's tock on top of 4.0 enough to convince Android users to switch to a Nexus device (or agitate to allow manufacturers to speed up its deployment on current devices)? Read on for a full review. The performance of Android 4.1 feels much smoother and faster than Android 4.0 Although the look of Jelly Bean is
all about small refinements, the actual OS experience feels very different. This is thanks to something Google calls Project Oil, which is its attempt to once and for all suppress complaints of stuttering in Android. As Mathias Duarte put it, Google has declared war on lagginess, and it shows. For the technically inclined, the
changes in the oil project include several different improvements. First, there is VSync, which sets the frame rate for the entire OS at 60 frames per second. It may not necessarily make anything run faster, but it will improve the perception of speed and responsiveness by doing everything consistently. Second, Triple
buffering means that the processor, GPU and display can work independently without waiting for each other. Finally, Jelly Bean builds up the processor at full speed whenever you touch the screen rather than waiting for the app to claim it - which can cause a small blow to battery life, I think, but it also has to remove
small delays here and there. In my testing, the battery life on Jelly Bean is no different from what I'm worried about on Ice Cream Sandwich. For not technically inclined, here's what really matters: Android 4.1 feels much smoother and faster than Android 4.0, which itself felt smoother and faster than the version the vast
majority of Android users still use, 2.3 Gingerbread. Scrolling in particular has a much smaller lag in almost every app I've used, and the overall sense of responsiveness is just better. Notice that I'm trying sense of speed, not quantitative values here. The benchmarks on my Galaxy Nexus with Jelly Bean weren't
noticeably different from those on Ice Cream Sandwich, but the feeling that OS and all it tends to be more responsive to my touch is very real and highly valued. One place in particular where Jelly Bean feels much faster is multitasking - a list of the latest apps pops up much faster than before, and the app is switching
from there just as quickly. I would say that Android 4.1 is on par with iOS on the iPhone 4S when it comes to its reactions to taps and swipes of my finger - but iOS still takes the crown here. However, compared to previous versions of Android (especially 2.3), it's day and night. I used to pounce on devices with new and
muscular processors and increased RAM, because this brute force method was the clearest way to speed up Android. Now, Google has just improved it directly, making relatively old hardware feel new again. View all 61 stories Only when you thought life couldn't get sweeter, Google's new Android 4.1 Jelly Bean OS



makes its way out of the oven and into the world. The Google Jelly Bean release is based on the Ice Cream Sandwich - a.5 per cent Android 4.0 - and adds a lot of polish, performance enhancement, and fresh features to the mix. It's not as transformational update as ICS was, but it's certainly important - and certainly
what you want on a tablet or phone. So what's new with Jelly Bean, and what will it mean for you? Here are the answers to all your most pressing questions. Does Android 4.1 look different? If you're from Ice Cream Sandwich, the visual differences in Android 4.1 are subtle - more refinements than revolutions. (If you're
not already at ICS, you have some great changes to the store; see my Ice Cream Sandwich frequently asked questions for a full scoop on a 4.0-level revamp.) Jelly Bean retains the basic look set in Android 4.0, but subtly adjusts a lot of details. Notice retractable has a new look, with larger text and more gray and white
instead of blue. (It also has some new functionality - more on it in a bit.) A lot of new effects and transitions are sprinkled all over the system, too. For example, when you move your finger across the lock screen, a circle of tiny dots follows your touch. And when you open the app from your home screen, the app opens by
zooming out of the space you've touched. These types of subtle improvements all add to make the Android interface more polished and impressive than it ever was before. Jelly Bean introduces a new menu share system, too, along with an improved open window (you know, a dialogue that appears when clicking on a
link or file that more than one program can handle). The search box at the top of the home screen has a new matte look style. And the initial setup of the phone /the process of the vwoman gets a major makeover; With Jelly Bean, this process is much simpler and more user-friendly than what we in the past. What about
performance? Is Jelly Bean really faster than ICS? Believe it or not, it is. Google calls its Android 4.1 performance push Project Oil because it is to make everything work much smoother (either because it's salty and tasty - but I guess it's the first). It's not just a gimmick, either: The speed difference from Android 4.0 to 4.1
is immediately noticeable. With Jelly Bean, the phone rotates much faster than it did in past Android releases. Transitions, especially between the home screen and the app drawer, are much faster. And the list of the latest apps is downloaded instantly at the touch of a button - a slight delay present in ICS, Oys. I tested
two Galaxy Nexus phones side by side, one with Android 4.0 and the other with 4.1, and the improvements were obvious. (You can find out more about what it's like to actually use Jelly Bean in my Android 4.1 hands-on experience.) Okay, Mr. Wizards, how did they make Android 4.1 much faster? Well, signer and/or
senorita, take a deep breath: Google has increased the speed of the Android OS by improving the frame rate system and displaying signal updates, as well as developing a new touch input system that anticipates where your fingers will land and then gives the processor an extra power shot when you touch the screen.
Do you have all this? If you really want even more technical details, do me a favor: go outside and get some fresh air, maybe interact with a real person or two, and then come back. I'll wait. Still interested? Mine, you're a tenacious little monkey. The full technical nitty gritty oil project is bigger than I'm going to get here,
but you can find all the details you crave on the Android Developers website Google - particularly on this page. Okay, let's talk about the features. Tell me about jelly Bean's new search and voice control. I thought you'd never ask! Android 4.1 gets a whole new search engine, and boy, that's great. Instead of just showing
you web results for any term you type, Jelly Bean's search setting gives you information maps with detailed answers about what you really want to know. (You can still find standard search results under fast information cards.) The search is also now more carefully integrated into the Android system: In addition to
Google's search rack at the top of the home screen, you can get to the Android search tool with a lock screen - swiping up the lock slide - or from anywhere in the OS, swiping up from the virtual home button. The most impressive new thing in jelly Bean search, without a doubt, is the updated voice search system. While
Google's voice actions have allowed you to issue specific voice commands for years, the new 4.1-level setting allows for more natural types of queries as well. Once in the search tool, you just tell Google to activate the new voice command system. Then, you can ask all kinds of questions and Google will show -- and
You are the answers. If you ask: How high Is Scarlett Johansson, for example, the system returns the card with the face of the actress (nothing wrong with that) and her height; he also speaks out loud and tells you, you, Information. If you ask: How hot will it be tomorrow or is it going to rain this week? - or almost any
other weather-related issue - Google provides an answer in a similar graphical plus audio form. Options go on and on. You can ask good Chinese restaurants near you, tell Google to move around a certain location by car or walk, or ask for any type of web information available, ranging from when your favorite sports
team is playing next to when your friend's flight is scheduled to arrive. Existing command-style tips also work if you want to send yourself a note, compose and send a text, or start listening to a particular band or song. The possibilities are almost endless. What is This Google Now thing all about? Google Now is another
new part of the Android 4.1 search tool. In a nutshell, it uses a combination of your location, search history, calendar and other habits to automatically provide relevant information to you throughout the day. (And if you're worried about privacy, yes, it's not necessary; Google Now only works if you decide to take part.) The
concept seems very cool, although it will take some time to see how useful it actually ends up in time. So what things can Google now do? Some examples: It can tell you the weather early in the day, show you how much traffic to expect as you head out the door to work, show you the score of your favorite sports team
when the game is underway, and show you when the next train is scheduled to arrive as you step onto the platform. If you have an upcoming meeting with the calendar, Google Now can look at the meeting address and current location, then estimate travel times depending on current traffic conditions and let you know
when you need to leave to arrive on time. If you are in a new area, Google Now can recommend nearby restaurants and other places of interest. Cards that are particularly timely display as notifications on your phone; all other Google Now maps are always available in the Jelly Bean search tool. Crazy concept, right?
SEE ALSO: Google Now Again: One Month With a New Secret Android Weapon What's New With Notifications in Android 4.1? All! Jelly Bean Notifications is a brand new game compared to past Android releases. Visual differences aside, notifications in Android 4.1 are both expandable and action-oriented. This means
you can drag notifications using two fingers to expand them and get more information and options. For example, when you expand a missed call alert, you get the opportunity to call a person back or write it directly from the notification bar. With the new email, you can expand to see the details of a few new in your inbox.
And with the captured screenshot, you can expand to get the opportunity to share the image right then and there. Not too shabby. How about a home screen - anything new going on there? You're a bet, Bako. We've already talked about a few settings (new search swipe-to-search commands on the virtual home button),
but don't be afraid: There's more. For one thing, Jelly Bean makes it much easier to add and organize widgets and shortcuts on your home screen. When you slide into a new widget, the system automatically moves other items in the area to make room for it. If there is still not enough space, it will change the widget for
you to make it fit (as much as possible). The same goes for conventional app shortcuts: You can slide the icon next to another icon to hit it and open up space. Android 4.1 also has several new integrated widgets system, including a bunch of Google Play related items (to see purchased/rented multimedia,
recommendations for app or multimedia downloads, and so on), as well as a new Sound Search widget that is basically the same as Shazam or SoundHound: You click the widget while the song is playing, and after listening for a few seconds, it tells you the name of the artist and the artist performs it. Why does Google
want to build its own version of such a thing, you might ask? Simple: Along with song and artist information, the Google Sound Search widget gives you one tap the opportunity to buy the track directly from the Google Play Store. Cha Ching! What will Jelly Bean look like on a tablet? Excellent investigation, my dear
Watson. As it turned out, the way Jelly Bean looks on the tablet depends on the size of this tablet. I'd detail more, but my fingers are tired. Fortunately, the fiendishly handsome writer has already done a magnificent job of explaining the situation; You can bask in the exotic beauty of the information (or, you know, just get
the basic facts) on this page. Is that it? Nothing new in Jelly Bean? Oh, you don't have much faith. Jelly Bean has many other surprises. Here's a laundry list of other random bells and whistles waiting for you in Android 4.1: An updated camera app that lets swipes at the viewfinder to go directly to the image gallery for
easy viewing photos and sharing an updated keyboard system with the best dictionaries, improved text functionality to speech, autonomous text support to speech and intelligent word prediction (a la SwiftKey) added support for contactless photo-sharing and NFC Smart app updates that allow you to download only
modified parts of updated apps instead of downloading the entire app every time the update rolls into improved face unlock security mode, which requires you to blink before your phone will unlock new navigation commands also added support for the release of the devices. So will my phone/tablet get Jelly Bean? And if
so, when? That's a million-dollar question, isn't it? For full Android 4.1 updates and where your phone or tablet is worth it, click My Massive Evolving Database: Android 4.1 List Update: Is Your Device Getting Jelly Bean? Copyright ©, 2012 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc. android jelly bean 4.1. android jelly bean 4.1
download zip file. android jelly bean 4.1 download. android jelly bean 4.1 2 download. android jelly bean 4.1.2 download zip file. android jelly bean 4.1 rom download. android jelly bean 4.1.x 2012 year. android jelly bean 4.1 2 free download
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